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Abstract— As datasets are huge and larger, it takes a longer 

computational time to produce association rules. To produce  

association rules with less computational time, one should 

start with big thinking. Most existing Association rule 

mining methods are developed for mining numerous 

patterns, A common property of this methods is that they 

find numerous itemset and discard rare or infrequent 

itemset. But In many real-world circumstances rare itemsets 

are of abundant interest and they deliver valued information. 

In literatures, different methods are used to find rare 

itemsets, still problem of memory requirement and 

computational time is there, Proposed approach reduces 

memory requirement and search space thus making an 

algorithm more efficient by minimizing Computational time.                   
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I. INTRODUCTION  

Frequent itemset extraction leads to discovery of  

associations among items in huge transactional database. 

Association mining is the process of finding some relations 

among the attributes of huge database. The process of 

extracting these relationships is  termed as association rule 

mining
[1]

.Association rule mining: two-step process: 

1) find all numerous item sets 

2) produce strong association rules from the numerous 

item set
[1]

. 

Rules that satisfy both minimum support threshold 

and minimum confidence threshold are called robust and 

interesting. Rule X ⇒ Y holds in transaction set D with 

support  s , where s is the percentage of trades in D that 

contain X U Y. this is taken to be the probability P(X U 

Y)
[1]

. Rule  X ⇒ Y has confidence  c in transaction set D , 

where c is percentage of  trades in D containing X that also 

contain Y. this is taken to be the conditional probability 

P(Y|X)
[1]

. e.g, The information that customers who purchase 

computers tend to by antivirus software at same time then 

association rule  

Computer⇒ antivirus software 

[support=2%,confidence=60%]
[1]

 

Support 2% means, 2 % of all transactions under 

analysis shows that computer and software are purchased 

together. Confidence 60% means, 60% of the customers 

who purchased a computer also bought the software. 

Rare association rules are the association rules 

comprising rare or less frequent items. Rare association 

rules  have low support but higher confidence. An 

association rule r is called a valid rare rule if its support  is 

less than a given minimum support denoted by minsup i.e. 

supp(r) < minsup and its confidence is greater than a given 

minimum confidence denoted by minconf , i.e. conf(r)> 

minconf
[1]

.  Lets take an Example of transactional database 

as shown in following Table 1.: 

Tid Items 

1 Bread,Jam 

2 Bread,Ball,Pen,Bat 

3 Ball,Bed,Pillow 

4 Bread,Jam 

5 Ball,Bed,Pillow 

6 Bread,Ball,Bat 

7 Bread,Jam 

8 Ball,Bat 

9 Bread,Jam 

10 Ball,Bat 

Table 1: Transactional Dataset[9] 

S(Bread,Jam) = f (Bread,Jam)/m, Where m=no of 

transactions =4/10 = 0.4 

Pattern, Jam⇒ Bread 

C(Jam⇒ Bread) = S(Bread,Jam)/S(Jam) 

                          =0.4/0.4 = 1 

If minsup =0.4 and minconf=0.75, then 

pattern{Bread , Jam}Is  frequent pattern ,while {pillow,bed} 

is rare itemset, as it has support =0.2 and confidence=1.                       

II. RELATED WORK 

Improved MSApriori Approach reduces rule missing and 

rule explosion problem, but candidates are generated here.so 

it is less efficient compare to FP-Growth like Aproach. 

Rarity Algorithm is faster than ARIMA Approach but it 

requires more memory. Minimal Rare Generator (MRG-

Exp) requires less search space than APRIORI-Rare and it 

performs much better on dense data, but all rare itemsets are 

retrived here, so it is expensive in terms of storage space. In 

NBD-APRIORI-FR, there is minimum database scan and 

proof of correctness, but it requires same time as in Apriori 

Algorithm. Thus many kind of approaches are used to find 

rare itemsets, still there is a problem of memory requirement 

and computational time.  

III. MAXIMUM CONSTRAINT BASED CONDITIONAL 

FREQUENT PATTERN-GROWTH (MCCFP-GROWTH) 

A. Maximum Constraint Model 

In this model, given the items’ MIS values, a pattern is 

frequent if it satisfies the MIS values of all the items within 

it. In other words, a pattern is frequent,if it satisfies the 

maximal MIS value among all its items.It make use of  

downward closure property
[9]

. 

Here MIS values are given as input.3 steps are used:      

1) Construction of a tree, called MIS-tree    

2) Derivation of compact MIS-tree by pruning out 

those articles from the MIS-tree that cannot 

generate any frequent pattern  

3) Mining of this compact MIS-tree, here conditional 

pattern bases are used for searching complete set of 

frequent patterns. 

1) Construction of a MIS-Tree 

Here MIS values are sorted in descending order. and List L 

will be created. insert each item into the MIS-list with f =0 

and their MIS Values are also. In the prefix-tree, create a 

root node and label it as “null”. MIS-tree is created same as 
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FP-Tree. Only difference is that in FP-Tree items are 

arranged in their support descending order, while in MIS 

Tree items are arranged in their MIS descending order. 

2) Derivation of Compact MIS-Tree 

Because of downward closure property, items having 

support value less than  MIS value can’t generate frequent 

itemset.so they are pruned.so that tree can be compact.after 

this pruning operation it is observed that a node can have 

many child having same item.so they will be merged. thus 

merging operation is done.  

3) Mining Frequent Patterns from Compact MIS Tree: 

Mining of frequent patterns in compact MIS-tree is same as 

in FP-tree. Here MIS values of a prefix Pattern in 

conditional pattern base of a suffix pattern is used as minsup 

in compact MIS tree, while in FP tree single minimum 

support is used.  

IV. PROBLEM DEFINITION 

In MCCFP-Growth Approach there are more number of 

traversals for mining of frequent pattern. thus it increases 

search space for frequent pattern mining , thus it takes more 

computation time and memory. Therefore another approach 

should be considered which can overcome this limitation. 

V. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

In this proposed approach Extended CAN Tree is used 

instead of Compact MIS Tree of MCCFP Growth Approach. 

Items are arranged in some canonical, alphabetical order. 

Ordering is given based on the item properties. once the 

ordering is determined, it will follow same for subsequent 

database updates. This ordering is not affected by any 

frequency changes of items in databases. Because of this 

canonical order, transactions can be easily added to CAN 

Tree. In Extended CAN Tree nodes which lie on same path 

with same frequency are coalesced into a mega-node, which 

reduces memory requirement. 

Let’s take an example. Consider items of table 2 

based on their alphabetical order as following:  

item Alphabetical order MIS Value 

Bread d 4 

Ball a 4 

Jam e 3 

Pen f 3 

Bat b 3 

Pillow g 2 

Bed c 2 

Table 2: Items considered as alphabetical order 

Transactional database in canonical order is as follows:  

TID Itemsets Itemsets Alphabetical order 

1 Bread,Jam d,e d,e 

2 Bread,Ball,Pen,Bat d,a,f,b a,b,d,f 

3 Ball,Bed,Pillow a,c,g a,c,g 

4 Bread,Jam d,e d,e 

5 Ball,Bed,Pillow a,c,g a,c,g 

6 Bread,Ball,Bat d,a,b a,b,d 

7 Bread,Jam d,e d,e 

8 Ball,Bat a,b a,b 

9 Bread,Jam d,e d,e 

10 Ball,Bat a,b a,b 

Table 3: Transaction dataset in alphabetical order 

A. CAN Tree is Generated As Follows 

 
Fig. 1: CAN Tree 

Extended CAN Tree is generated as follows. here 

nodes which lie on same path with same frequency are 

coalesced into a mega-node. here c and g have frequency 

2,so they are coalesced into a mega-node. 

 
Fig. 2: Extended CAN Tree 

Frequent pattern mining from Extended CAN Tree 

is done as follows: 

Item 
Conditional 

Pattern Base 

Conditional -

CAN-MIS-Tree 

Frequent 

Pattern 

g {a,c:2} <c:2> {c,g:2} 

e {a,b,d:4} <d:4> {d,e:4} 

d {a,b:2} --- --- 

b {a:4} <a:4> {a,b:4} 

c {a:2} --- --- 

Table 4: Mining frequent patterns from extended CAN Tree 

Thus here rare item set : {c,g:2}= {bed,Pillow:2}, 

Frequent item set: {d,e:4}= {Bread,Jam:4},{a,b:4}= 

{Ball,Bat:4} are generated from extended CAN Tree in 

efficient manner. 

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT 

If chess dataset is given as input then result are as follows:  

Approach 

Average 

Computational 

Time (ms) 

Average 

Memory 

(mb) 

Existing MCCFP-

Growth Approach 
3143.25 32.82143 

Proposed 

Extended CAN 

Tree Approach 

2131.5 20.28637 

Table 5: Comparison of chess dataset 
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Comparison Chart of Chess Dataset is as follows: 

 
Fig. 3: Comparison chart of Chess Dataset 

A. Experimental Result of Different Datasets 

If we take different type of datasets and apply MCCFP 

Growth Approach and Extended CAN Tree Approach then 

results are as follows: 

Dataset 

Time required by 

Existing 

Approach (ms) 

Time required for 

Proposed 

Approach (ms) 

Small 

Transactional 

Dataset 

17 16 

Chess 3143.25 2131.50 

mushrooms 4625 1189 

Table 6: Comparison Of Different Dataset 

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

MCCFP-Growth Approach increases memory requirement 

and search space, thus increases computational time. 

Proposed Approach, Reduces memory requirement by 

making use of Extended CAN Tree, and for mining frequent 

pattern from this Tree reduces search space, therefore 

making algorithm more efficient by minimizing 

computational time.  

As a Part of future work, we can make use of 

different type of Tree approaches instead of Extended CAN 

Tree Approach for better result. 
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